The Artscience of Planet Formation Import ArtScience.PlanetFormation as AATS
tion. An intuition which drove the scientists to explore the phenomenon in the first place, and later to characterize it using physics and math (more languages). The language, jargon, definitions, and assumptions are key, and sometimes unique, to a specific discipline. Communication between disciplines requires the translation of these languages, but most importantly, the sharing of underlying intuitions. This is an initial step to multidisciplinarity: the attempt to dialogue.
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Seven years ago, I committed to a project called AATS, which stands for art, astrono- In 2013 we published a paper reporting new aspects of protoplanetary disk phenomena. The disk we were reporting on (HD142527) had a massive hole in the middle (Fig. 1, left) . The cavity was com-pletely empty of solid particles (dust) but had copious amounts of gas in it. The gas was denser in two streamers that joined the outer parts of the disk with the vicinity of the central star. We interpreted these streamers as being channeled by two forming giant planets (Fig. 1, right) . Acknowledgements: The author is grateful to Anya Yermakova for insightful comments on the manuscript, Olaf Peña Pastene for the initial motivation to join AATS and Luiz Guilherme Vergara for the encouragement to write this work.
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